Laboratory Goals

- Analyzing, simulating and building several circuits, including peak detectors, clamp circuits and limiting circuits.
- Taking measurements and applying transformations to obtain the diode I-V curve.
- Use the curve tracer to verify the IV curve

Pre-lab / lab reading

- Course Textbook
- Oscilloscope User’s Guides (Copies of these reference books are available in the lab, or at the website)
- Tektronics 571 Curve Tracer Manual
- BS170 Transistor Data Sheet
- Read the pre-lab introduction below

Equipment needed

- Lab notebook, pencil
- Oscilloscope (Agilent or Tektronics)
- 2 oscilloscope probes (already attached to the oscilloscope)
- BNC/EZ Hook test leads
- Tektronics 571 Curve Tracer
- PB-503 Proto-Board
- Workstation PC, with PSICE application

Parts needed

- Several junction diodes(1N4003) and Zener diode (1N4733A).
- Several wires, resistors and capacitors of varying sizes.

Lab safety concerns

- Make sure before you apply an input signal to a circuit, all connections are correct, and no shorted wires exist.
- Do not short the function generator signal and ground connections together
- Do not touch the circuit wiring while power is applied to it
- Ensure you connect the correct terminal of the transistor to prevent blowing the transistor
1. Pre-Lab Introduction

A bit of diode history:

The diode is one of the oldest and most important electronic devices, although it is not as famous as its cousin, the transistor. It is used in all sorts of electrical and electronic systems, the diode functions as a one-way valve for electric current, it only allows current to flow in one direction. This is useful in converting AC to DC, processing high frequency signals, regulating voltages, and in other applications. There are two basic types of diodes. One is an electron tube similar to the triode and the other type uses semiconductors, like the transistor. Both were invented early in the 20th century.

The first diode was a modified light bulb. Thomas Edison discovered that including an extra electrode in a light bulb and connecting it to the positive side of a battery resulted in a current flowing from the filament through the empty space. Joseph J. Thomson (1856~1940) announced the discovery of the electron in April 1897 and explained the Edison effect where current travels just one way through a vacuum tube. Thompson received a Nobel prize in 1906. Others found another use for this device. In the early 1900s, John Ambrose Fleming used this one-way electrical “valve,” to convert radio waves into a flow of current that could be measured by a galvanometer. The Fleming valve is remembered as the first true electronic device. It came into use for radio transmission and soon became the basis of Lee De Forest’s Audion electron tube, which he invented in 1906.

Also around 1906, American engineer Greenleaf W. Pickard invented a new type of diode. Pickard based his design on the earlier discovery that electricity can flow in only one direction through certain types of mineral crystals, such as silicon. By placing a silicon crystal between a metal base and a carefully placed fine wire, Pickard created a valve that could also be used to detect radio waves. This type of “cat’s whisker” diode (so-named because of the fine wire used in it) became more popular after American H. C. Dunwoody patented a version of it that used a material called carborundum.

Today the variety of diodes and their uses have greatly expanded. Electron-tube diodes are rarely used, but silicon diodes are used in many types of equipment to detect high frequency electromagnetic waves, to convert sunlight into electricity, and many other purposes.
2. Simulation

Consider the circuits shown in Figure (a)-(b) simulate each circuit with the parameters indicated below: For each simulation, provide a plot of \( V_i \) and \( V_o \) vs \( t \)
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a) Diode Limiter  b) Zenor Limiter

- Use \( R=1 \text{Kohm} \) and 1N4003 diodes.
- Simulate using a 5-Vpk-pk 100Hz input sinusoid with no DC components
- Use your simulators X-Y mode to plot \( V_o \) vs \( V_i \)

Zener diode limiter fig(b)

- Use \( R=1 \text{Kohm} \) and 1N4003 diodes
- Simulate using a 15-Vpk-pk 100hz input sinusoid with no DC component.
- Use your simulator's X-Y mode to plot \( V_o \) vs \( V_i \)

4. Measurements

- For each circuit, build the circuit, apply the input waveform specified above using a function generator, and capture the output voltage waveform on an oscilloscope.
  - For circuits (a)-(b), what are the highest and lowest output voltage values.
- For the limiter circuits, use the oscilloscope's X-Y mode to plot \( V_o \) vs \( V_i \).
- Using a digital multimeter measure all resistors to three significant digits.
- Further exploration 1: can you change the limiting voltages for the first circuit to approximately +1.4V and -1.4V?

Before leaving the lab, take a few minutes to clean up your workstation, and return all equipment to your cabinet.

5. Post-Measurements Exercise

- Do any of your measurement results differ significantly from what you expect and from the simulations? Explain.